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About JOIFF 

Membership of JOIFF, the 

Organisation for Emergency 

Services Management is open 

to any Organisation which is a 

high hazard industry and/or has 

nominated personnel as 

emergency responders/hazard 

management team members 

who provide cover to industrial/

commercial organisations.  

 
Organisations which do not fully 

comply with these requirements 

are welcome to apply for 

Corporate Membership of 

JOIFF. 

 
JOIFF provides a forum for 

discussion amongst peers, 

accredited training specifically 

developed for the sectors in 

which JOIFF members operate 

and technical advice through 

the JOIFF Standard and the 

JOIFF Shared Learning 

network. JOIFF welcomes 

enquiries for Membership - 

contact the JOIFF Secretariat  

 
JOIFF Ltd. Registered in Ireland. 

Registration number 362542. 

The Catalyst is the official newsletter of JOIFF, The Organisation for Emergency Services 

Management and is published quarterly - in January, April, July and October each year. Our 

policy is to bring you high quality articles on relevant technical issues and current and new 

developments and other happenings in the area of Emergency Services Management. In 

addition to The Catalyst, information relevant to Emergency Services Management is posted on 

the JOIFF website. 

 

Readers are encouraged to circulate The Catalyst amongst their colleagues and interested 

parties and the Editors welcome any comments.  

During October, November and December 

2011 the JOIFF Management Committee 

were pleased to welcome the following new 

Members.  

 

Full Members 

Abertay Nationwide Training Ltd., Strabane, 

Northern Ireland, represented by Paul 

Horsburgh, Training Manager and Eric 

Dempsey, Trainer. Abertay Training provide 

NCFE approved Confined Space Trainer and 

Confined Space Training Programs to high 

hazard industries. They also provide EPOS 

courses and provide cover at first aid training 

events. 

 

Falck Nutec Trinidad and Tobago Ltd., 

Trinidad, represented by Stuart Aikenhead, 

Managing Director, Kenny Mohammed, 

Centre Manager and Ria Williams, Quality 

Manager. This is one of the many Falck 

Nutec’s Safety Training Centres located 

internationally and they specialise in 

Offshore Safety Training (OPITO approved), 

Fire Fighting courses like Advanced Fire 

Fighting Team Member and Helideck 

Emergency Team Member, Confined Space 

Entry & Rescue, various levels of First Aid, 

numerous Specialist Courses and Computer 

Based Training. 

 

MSTS/Falck Nutec, Johor, Malaysia, 

represented by Andy Paterson, Head of 

Training & Operations, regional, Andrew 

Peel, Training & Operations Manager 

(Bangkok) and Thangaveloo, Team leader / 

fire training. MSTS/Falck Nutec was 

established in 2000 and over the past 10 

years this centre has become one of the 

leading centres for fire & emergency training 

 and has 4 large fire fighting grounds and a 

large team of trainers in Asia capable of 

running advanced programs for the onshore 

and offshore industries. MSTS/Falck Nutec is 

one of the few centres in Asia with OPITO 

accreditation for fire team member/leader 

training as well as management of major 

emergencies for offshore managers.  

 

    New Members Continued p2 

New Members 
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NEW MEMBERS  

CONTINUED 

Corporate Members 

Falck Safety Services, Abu Dhabi, 

represented by Max Davidson, Centre 

Manager. Falck Safety Services is a 

Training Provider in the UAE covering all 

aspects of Emergency Response Training 

for Onshore and Offshore Industries and 

also covers a wide range of H & S courses 

for their clients in the UAE and the Gulf.  

 

Interflote AG Ltd. Tatarstan, Russia, 

represented by Jeanna Lienhart, General 

Director. Interflote AG Russia is part of an 

International Group of Companies which 

supplies and supervises installation of 

internal floating roofs and geodesic domes 

for storage tanks supply. They also supply 

fire fighting equipment, foam and chemical 

agents etc.  

 

We look forward to the involvement of our 

new and existing Members in the continuing 

development of JOIFF. 

MEMBERS SECTION. 

JOIFF Annual General Meeting (AGM): 

 

The 2011 Annual General Meeting of JOIFF took place on 

Monday afternoon 24th October 2011 at Danubius Hotel 

Flamenco, Budapest, Hungary courtesy of JOIFF Member 

Organisation FER Tűzoltóság és Szolgáltató Kft. FER Fire 

Department, MOL, Százhalombatta Hungary. Representatives 

from JOIFF Member Organisations from Abu Dhabi, Germany, 

Hungary, Netherlands, Oman, Qatar, United Kingdom and the 

United States of America attended and participated in the 

business of the meeting.  

 

The changes in structure and operation of the JOIFF Executive, 

now called the JOIFF Management Committee was agreed and 

officially came into effect. There are a maximum of 12 positions 

in the new JOIFF Management Committee, each of which was 

filled at this meeting. Randy Fletcher, USA was confirmed as the 

new Chairman of JOIFF following an election amongst the 

Membership and he took office. The other Members of the 

JOIFF Management Committee confirmed at the meeting are 

Kevin Westwood (UK), JOIFF Director Engineering and 

Technology, Dave Murray (UK), JOIFF Finance Director, Alec 

Feldman (Ireland), JOIFF Company Secretary and Eddie Davies 

(UK), Mike Evers (UK), Paul Frankland (UK), Marty Hawkes 

(UK), Gerry Johnson (UK), Kees Kappitijn (Netherlands), Pine 

Pienaar (South Africa) and Steve Smith (UK). 

 

It was reported that since the Directors recently introduced 3 

new JOIFF Post Nominals, the awards of 2 x FJOIFF (JOIFF 

Fellow), 1 x MJOIFF (JOIFF Member ) and 41 x Dip.JOIFF 

(JOIFF Diploma) have been made. A report on the activities of 

JOIFF during the past 12 months was given and the accounts for 

2010 were adopted.  

 

The Chairman of the meeting, Eddie Davies FJOIFF, presented 

special awards for the advancement and promotion of JOIFF to 

Alec Feldman FJOIFF and Kevin Westwood FJOIFF. He 

thanked FER Fire Brigade for their hospitality and closed the 

meeting.   

Kevin Westwood (centre) receiving his award from Eddie Davies 

(left) and Randy Fletcher.  

FIRE AID PACKAGE – Equipment Needed 

 

For the past many years, JOIFF Fellow Richard Coates has worked tirelessly to 

provide fire equipment that enables the provision of basic fire and rescue services 

to Countries which cannot afford to provide such services. Last year, after 3 years 

effort, 4 second hand fire appliances from JOIFF Member Essex Fire and Rescue 

Service plus a container of donated equipment from other JOIFF members was 

sent to Malawi. Richard travelled there at his own cost to train a selection of firemen 

being brought in from across the country’s towns in Malawi in the use of the 

appliances, pump operation, high and low pressure pumping, firemanship and fire 

and rescue.  

 

Details of his visit to Malawi can be seen on http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=xz6SjWM-9Wo 

 

Richard currently seeks the support of any Organisation which can donate fire 

fighting equipment as he has further requests for aid to towns with no fire and 

rescue services in particular in Assella, Ethiopia and from Prince Ekale Mukete the 

Mayor of the city of Kumba in Cameroon. 

All the fire aid packages go directly to the towns in need with the shipping costs and 

cost of second hand appliances being raised by various local industries and 

charities in the towns requiring aid. All other assistance, including Richard’s own 

contribution is entirely voluntary. 

 

Anyone who can assist Richard with donations of equipment is encouraged to 

contact him at rcoatesfire@btinternet.com 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xz6SjWM-9Wo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xz6SjWM-9Wo
mailto:rcoatesfire@btinternet.com


The Catalyst          Advertisement 
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RELIABLE FIRE DETECTION IS CRITICAL TO SAFETY, PRODUCTION  

AND THE ENVIRONMENT. 

By Jonathan Gilbert  

Whether during exploration or production fire safety is critical to 

ensuring uninterrupted safe working environments.  Safety 

design engineers and operators are expecting technology to 

work for them and to increase not only the safety of a facility but 

to make it far easier to design, install and operate.  This has lead 

to several new developments by fire detection equipment 

manufacturers. 

 

A look at Flame Detection, an introduction: 

Flame detectors are a key element of any safety system but 

unfortunately in the past many of the technologies available to 

detect fires were also prone to give false alarms under certain 

circumstances e.g. UV/IR detectors during electrical storms or 

when hot works are taking place on a platform. Flame detectors 

are not low cost items, as compared to smoke and heat 

detectors, but are vital where the risk is such that ignition will 

result in immediate flame that could spread rapidly causing risk 

to life, major damage, and costly shutdowns. 

 

Because of the cost, there is a move towards using detectors 

with a long range and wide field of view to cover vast areas on a 

site with a relatively small number of devices.  This has resulted 

in a requirement for larger and more complex extinguishing 

system and release mechanisms to cover the larger areas of 

risk. This increases the cost of the suppression systems as 

larger pumps are needed plus for instance more foam.  

 

It is generally recognised that the most reliable flame detectors 

are those that monitor infra red radiation (IR).  These detectors 

specifically look for the IR waveband of hot Carbon Dioxide.  In 

the early days of development a potential problem with IR 

detectors was that they also saw the sun as a fire.  This issue 

was overcome when, back in 1980, Thorn patented the first solar 

blind IR detector.  In addition IR detectors do not react to 

lightning, welding, angle grinding or similar activities making 

them more reliable than Ultra Violate (UV) detectors that can 

react to these sources. Because IR detectors essentially look for 

hot CO2, developers realised that hot ―black bodies‖ could fool 

detectors into thinking there was a fire.  Further developments 

overcame this by introducing ―flicker analysis‖ where detectors 

analyse the radiation for the characteristic flickering patterns that 

real flames have.  The risk of unwanted alarms due to black 

bodies was then reduced further by the introduction of dual and 

then triple (multi) IR channel detectors that measure the 

background radiation to rule out the influence of black bodies. 

 

CCTV Fire Detection:    

Another development has been the use of CCTV (closed circuit 

television) for fire detection.  CCTV cameras have been used for 

some years to detect intruders by monitoring for movement in 

the field of view.  Using CCTV for fire detection uses the same 

concept but more complicated algorithms / calculations to 

interpret the movement it sees to be a fire.  This method is 

relatively new and so has not been proven over a long time. 

CCTV fire detection may provide to another system the location 

of the fire but some manufactures just give an alarm and the 

operator has to look at the picture to see the fire.  

Therefore: 

 No intelligent targeted automatic shutdowns can be activated. 

 No intelligent targeted automatic suppression can be activated. 

Problems of relying on the operator to look for the fire are that: 

They might not be in the control room to look. 

 If it is a clear burning fire the camera may not be able to see it 

 If there is a lot of equipment in the field of view this might 
also make it difficult for the operator to identify the fire. 

 If there is a mist in the air (sea fog) then a CCTV camera will 
just show a white screen as it cannot see through the mist.  
Not only does this mean the operator cannot see the fire but 
also the flame detection algorithms will also not be aware of 
the fire so the CCTV detector will not alarm. 

 The same problem could arise if the sun is shining onto the 
camera.  Think of being on holiday and taking a photo 
directly looking towards the sun – result is a useless photo 
where you cannot make anything out. 

So although you would think that CCTV would be fantastic at 

giving location it is not always the case.  

 

IR Array Technology 

 

False alarm rejection:  

The new FLAMEVision™ FV300 detector uses an IR array of 

256 individual sensors that detect where in the field of view any 

build up of IR radiation is occurring. The algorithms which 

analyse the IR image can be highly tuned to discriminate 

between flame and non-flame sources. They use image 

analysis, looking at the changes in the pixels on the array, to 

identify the characteristics of a flame or a modulated black body 

and spectral analysis, looking at different IR wavelengths, to 

distinguish between flame and non-flame sources. This 

discrimination is made easier by the use of the array as any IR 

sources within the field of view will form images on different parts 

of the array. The FV300 flame detector can then analyse and 

CCTV link  
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track each source separately thus reaching a decision on each 

individual source. 

This means that if a large black body is detected the unit is able 

to compensate for it just in that area of the field of view while 

maintaining optimum sensitivity for all other areas.  In addition 

the build up of Black body radiation can be reported to the 

operator, not as a fire but as something suspicious that might 

warrant investigation.  The detector will send the co-ordinates of 

the suspicious object to the operator so they know where any 

problem might by. 

 

This inherent feature of the IR array together with the ability to 

mask an area results in a detector with an unrivalled false alarm 

rejection capability.  Masking is where the operator can select an 

area of the field of view and instruct the detector to ignore any 

flames it might see in that area.  This is especially useful where 

there is a process running that has a flame during normal 

operation.  From the main control system the mask can be 

automatically turned on or off depending on whether the process 

is running or not. 

 

Situational awareness 

IR Array detectors can provide location information of single or 

multiple fire events in two ways; by referencing the IR sensing 

array cells that register alarms and sending co-ordinates to the 

main control system and secondly by superimposing a CCTV 

image with the fire location highlighted. This ensures that the 

most appropriate executive actions can be speedily deployed. 

This may involve isolating part of a plant rather than a costly and 

disruptive total shutdown.  Frequently weather conditions can 

make it very difficult to see a flame on a CCTV picture (fog, mist, 

direct sun light etc), not forgetting that many flames burn 

invisibly, so highlighting the location of the fire helps the operator 

to react as quickly as possible should manual intervention be 

required.  The detector can report four fire locations at any one 

time to the main control system.   

 

Better site operation:     

As IR array detectors report where in the field of view the fire is it 

is possible to identify the asset on fire among a multitude of 

other assets and to automatically release a ―local‖ extinguishing 

system. This could mean that the whole plant 

does not have to be shut down.  IR Array based 

flame detectors like the FLAMEVision™ FV300 also 

monitor the fire size and therefore can monitor the effectiveness 

of any extinguishing release.  Using two or more array based 

detectors to monitor an area allows the control system to 

triangulate the co-ordinates and pin point the exact location of 

the fire, computerised monitors can then automatically aim and 

extinguish the fire with the minimum of foam.  

Knowing the location of a fire also allows the operator to 

electronically mask out an area where there may be a flame 

during a process, hence eliminating unwanted alarms e.g. a flare 

stack. 

 

Consistent sensitivity across the field of view: 

The range of the FLAMEVision™ FV300 is consistent across the 

field of view, unlike UV/IR or triple channel IR detectors where 

the range reduces as the target moves away from the axis. This 

makes design of the site fire detection layout much easier and 

could result in fewer detectors being required.   

 

Forensic audit of events: 

Typically an IR array based detector is able to track and output 

information on the target sources over time and consequently 

store information about an incident prior to any alarm.  This 

presents the benefit of a forensic audit of what took place in 

infrared terms prior to the alarm. Similarly, the tracking of hot IR 

sources allows maintenance staff to understand any hot body 

changes which take place from one maintenance period to 

another while giving facilities operators advance warning of a 

potential flame situation.  The historical log can be viewed both 

as text information and graphically to help investigators quickly 

assess what caused a fire should one have occurred.  

 

24 Hour protection in exposed locations 

The detection capability of FLAMEVision™ FV300 does not rely 

on the visual information provided by the CCTV output and is 

therefore not reliant on the weather, visibility and lighting 

conditions that can affect CCTV. IR will penetrate fog and driving 

rain so even with reduced visibility the location of a fire or fires 

will still be reported. 

 

FV 300 detector  

 

Mask 
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The ideal flame detection solution 

Increased demand for improved performance such as 

better range and consistency over the whole field of view, 

more reliability and, more recently, the increased need for 

situational awareness of flame related events has led to the 

evolution of existing technologies and the introduction of a 

number of new technologies. Some new technologies suffer 

inherent weaknesses such as the inability of video flame 

detection to operate well in adverse weather conditions. Triple 

channel IR flame detection technology has advanced to meet 

most but not all current clients’ requirements, in particular 

regarding situational awareness and blackbody rejection. 

Infrared array-based flame detectors such as the 

FLAMEVision™ FV300 can deliver some of the more difficult to 

achieve clients’ demands including situational awareness without 

relying on CCTV to understand the IR picture of any alarm.  

The use on site of a mixture of triple channel IR together with IR 

Array based flame detectors produces a flame detection solution 

which is not only robust but also able to accommodate most 

operators’ budgets.   

 

 

Reliable detection prevents unnecessary shutdowns and 

resultant downtime in addition being able to target the location of 

the fire reduces the amount of e.g. foam needed to extinguish a 

fire adding further savings to clear up operations, reduced risk of 

damaging unaffected equipment and reducing the impact on the 

environment caused by foam releases.   

 

The location of any fire is highlighted on the video image to 

ensure even the position of invisible flames become clear to the 

operator.  Remember even if the control room is unmanned all 

positional data can be sent direct to the PLC for automatic 

actions. 

 

The detectors also contain a history log for post event analysis. 

Because of the reliability of IR array detectors plus the option of 

integrated CCTV all within one flameproof (explosion proof) 

housing; IR array detectors are ideal for use on unmanned 

facilities where reliable immediate automatic actions are required 

along with remote monitoring capability 

 

System integration 

It is important to integrate safety systems so responses to an 

emergency are effective.  IR array detectors can be integrated 

into the production and on site safety systems and also to fire 

and gas system such as the T2000 (MZX) that could be 

monitoring the whole facility including non production areas.  Fire 

and gas detection along with fire suppression systems and 

emergency shutdowns can be truly integrated together to 

provide a cost effective solution ensuring minimum disruption to 

operations while maximising the safety of personnel and assets. 

 

Offshore accommodation and other non-process 
areas. 

Fire detection is not just required for the process areas but is 

also essential in all other areas.  The use of flame detectors on 

helipads was mentioned earlier but clearly server rooms and 

offshore accommodation areas (amongst others) are risk areas 

where smoke and heat detectors are required; designers and 

safety consultants have always had to try and balance 

expenditure verses safety. Typically following a risk assessment 

most areas offshore might be classed as a minimum of a zone 

two hazardous location so frequently an expensive intrinsically 

safe fire detection system is installed.  Occasionally designers 

try to cut costs by fitting conventional rather than addressable 

intrinsically safe detectors but this gives very limited information 

as the emergency response team does not know the exact 

location of the fire.   (In which space/room the fire might be).  For 

zone two areas, e.g. accommodation blocks, EXN equipment 

can be used. EXN equipment is certified safe for use in areas 

where explosives atmospheres are unlikely to occur but if they 

do, due to possibly an accident, the situation will be rapidly 

resolved by the site personnel / systems.  This equipment has 

the advantage of being lower cost than intrinsically safe or 

flameproof equipment and does not need the use of safety 

barriers and complex safety calculations.  Until recently EXN fire 

detection equipment was not available but now ATEX and IECEx 

certified addressable detectors and callpoints that are also 

marine class approved are available.  Test Fire 

Camera view of Test Fire 
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The JOIFF Roll of Honour 

 

In December, Nigel Tovey, having successfully 

completed the JOIFF Diploma Programme, was 

awarded the Post Nominal DipJOIFF, to add to 

his long list of other awards.   

All addressable detectors (Standard, EXN or Intrinsically Safe) 

used with the Tyco T2000 (MZX) fire and gas detection panels 

are programmable, not only for sensitivity but also, uniquely, for 

the actual way they work.  As an example of this a combined 

optical smoke and heat detector situated near an incinerator can 

be programmed to work as a High Performance Optical (heat 

enhanced smoke) detector but automatically switched to heat 

detection mode when the incinerator is running.  This ability to 

switch operating modes greatly reduces the possibility of 

unwanted alarms and ensures all staff react as per their safety 

training when there really is an alarm rather than casually 

assuming it is a false alarm.  Switching modes also means that 

there is always automatic detection even during hot works and 

other activities ensuring maximum safety of the crew is always 

maintained.  In addition the use of combination detectors 

including Carbon Monoxide (CO) detection gives fast reaction to 

true fire situations while further reducing false alarm possibilities. 

The T2000 can be used to monitor fire and gas in all areas of the 

platform and can take appropriate actions.  In addition to 

monitoring in the control room the T2000 system can be 

monitored remotely via the internet, especially useful when an 

unmanned site is being monitored.  The use of 

an internet link can also be enhanced to show real 

time video images from the FLAMEVision™ IR array 

detectors. 

 

 

Editor’s Note: Jonathan Gilbert has worked for Tyco Fire 

Protection Products for 14 years and is responsible for fire 

detection equipment used in high risk environments.  Based in 

the UK Jonathan works closely with R&D, Tyco regional offices 

and their customers.  Prior to joining Tyco; Jonathan was based 

in Asia for Satchwell Control Systems managing integration 

between BMS, fire, security and other intelligent systems.  He 

has worked as a technical trainer and field support engineer and 

so has true experience of what customers require and expect 

along with the practical solutions.  Jonathan graduated from the 

University of London with a Bachelor of Science honours degree 

and also has a BA in Mathematics. For more information on the 

Tyco range of flame and special hazards detection contact 

Jonathan Gilbert jgilbert@tycoint.com , www.tycoemea.com or 

your local Tyco office. 

Latest JOIFF accredited Training Organisation. 

 

In the picture taken during Gerry’s visit, are, from left to right, Vivienne Hodges, 

Management Assistant Strategic Fire Solutions. Project Consultant. Sergej Weber. 

Gerry Johnson, Chairman JOIFF Training Standards Committee. Peggy Hinkel, 

Joint Managing Director Strategic Fire Solutions. Steffen Ludewig, Deputy Chief 

Fire Officer, Leipzig Airport. Hanno Blume, Project Consultant. 

 

Strategic Fire Solutions are the only JOIFF accredited Training Establishment in 

Germany and JOIFF looks forward to working with them to broaden the scope of 

JOIFF accredited Training.  

Nigel is currently training instructor for Magnox Ltd at 

Oldbury Nuclear Power Station and he develops, 

manages and delivers training on a variety of 

subjects mainly safety related. Nigel was with the 

Municipal fire service for over 22 years and amongst 

many others, holds qualifications in rescue and 

casualty handling from High Risk Confined Spaces, 

Teaching and Training, Health and Safety, Fire Risk 

Assessment, First Aid Instructor and Assessor, 

Breathing Apparatus Instructor etc.  

Following a recent audit visit by Gerry Johnson, Chairman of the JOIFF Training 

Standards Committee and member of the JOIFF Management Committee, to 

JOIFF Member Strategic Fire Solutions, Dresden, Germany, Strategic Fire 

Solutions were confirmed as the newest JOIFF accredited Training Provider.  



FLAMEVisionTM

Confidence that your facility is being monitored reliably

For  further information please contact: 
flamevision@tycoint.com  
www.tycofiredectection.com/flamevision.htm
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NEW YEARS RESOLUTIONS FOR 2012 
 

By Chief Charles Brush MS EFO 

The beginning of a New Year is the 

traditional time to make commitments to 

personal goals, projects or reforming of 

habits for the coming 12 months. This 

commitment is usually based on 

experiences of previous years and from 

the perspective of firefighter safety, 

looking back at injuries sustained by 

firefighters during 2011 confirms that we 

continue to have the same injuries year 

after year. Injury occurrence should never 

be accepted. This year, make resolutions 

to break the cycle and to be an aggressive 

proponent for that everyone will go home 

safely.  

 

Burning ourselves with our own 
fire streams: 

In 2011, an increased level of incidents 

was attributable to not enough ventilation 

and too much water.  

For 2012 – Think GPS (gallons per 

second).  

 

Command, lack of:  

This continues to be an issue and should 

not be. 

For 2012 – There is no scene, incident or 

activity that does not deserve command 

presence. Safety demands it. 

 

Poor communications: 

Unacceptable. Correct this by maintaining 

and demanding radio discipline at all 

times. Do not accept blind transmissions 

and confirm all messages by repeating the 

key component(s). Use plain language.  

For 2012 – Practice, demand and accept 

nothing less than proper communications 

from the humans. No system can correct 

undisciplined radio communication 

procedures. 

 

Complacency: 

Complacency lowers our guard and 

presents an open invitation for injury to 

occur.  

In 2012 - Remember that ―Complacency 

breeds injuries and death‖  

 

Dehydration: 

This occurs because proper hydration on 

a daily basis, recovery time before a call 

and acclimation to the operational 

environment are not in place. In 2011 we 

had our first real heat exhaustion incident 

and found out a disturbing piece of 

additional information. The body of an 

overheated person will ―build in‖ its own 

protection by shutting down earlier the 

next time such an event occurs. In one 

case, a Florida firefighter has been 

restricted from high heat operations 

because of the protective sensitizing that 

the body implemented in response to a 

previous overheating incident.  

 

In 2012 – Advocate acclamation, daily 

hydration and heat exposure recovery 

time. Avoid maxing out or exceeding your 

heat resistance level. It can have possible 

long term consequence on quality of life 

and the ability to be or remain a firefighter.  

 

Dismounting the apparatus versus 
free fall!: 

Dismounting injuries continue to occur. In 

every instance, the individuals dismounted 

facing outward and letting gravity take 

over until ground contact was made. 

When curbs, holes, debris or steep, wet 

banks were encountered, injuries 

occurred. Dismount as you mount, facing 

the cab with three points of contact (foot to 

step, arms to grab rails) and make a 

gradual descent rather than a free fall. If 

you do not practice this, you could be URT 

– ―Useless Right There‖. 

For 2012 – Avoid the URT syndrome.   

 

Electricity continues to hurt when it 
is still on: 

Simple solution … Kill the power! 

For 2012 – Power down before you power 

up, especially during overhaul! 

 

Over-extending resources: 

Over extending can and does get folks 

hurt. Sometimes, in the heat of battle, we 

try to accomplish more than resources 

allow. This occurs at all levels of the 

command structure as well as within in 

each one of us. Age, environmental 

condition, anticipated outcome, and 

resources must always be considered.  

For 2012 – Do what you can with what you 

got. 

 

PPE worn improperly: 

While this continues to be a major 

contributor to firefighter injuries there was 

a ray of sunshine this past year. A young 

firefighter’s eyesight was saved by 

wearing his protective clothing right while 

engaged in wildland suppression activities. 

He wore the gear right because his 

Captain made him.  

For 2012 – Wear the gear and wear it 

right!  

 

Seat belts, not using them:  

Incidents in 2011 declined dramatically 

and we found several situations where 

seat belted crews avoided or had only 

minor injuries. Unfortunately we also 

learned of a previous incident involving an 

unbelted firefighter that has just topped 

seven million dollars in related costs and 

continues to climb.  

For 2012 - Let’s continue the trend – Wear 

seat belts – Just do it!  

 

 

Slips and falls are not unavoidable: 

Normally stimulated by lack of vision, 

proper lighting or failure to sound while 

advancing an additional component arose 

in 2011. Fall injuries were occurring during 

the use of thermal imaging devices. 

Thermal imaging users would become 

task oriented and lose situational 
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awareness.  

For 2012 – If you cannot see 

your feet, be on your knees at least 

and sound before you advance! Sound 

familiar? If you are using a thermal imager, 

take a spotter with you (similar to a sniper 

team). You take care of the imager, let the 

spotter help you stay out of holes and other 

such gravity enhancers. 

 

Smoke inhalation: 

Incidents declined in 2011 but still continue 

to occur. In this day and age smoke 

inhalation should only occur from an SCBA 

failure.  

For 2012 – Educate - Smoke inhalation is 

the fast track to cancer. Wear the gear, 

where it right!  

 

Unexpected occurrence!:  

In many cases, the answer to the question 

―why did the injury occur‖ is that the injury 

causing occurrence was ―unexpected‖ or 

―happened unexpectedly‖. This is indicative 

of complacency, not having experienced a 

similar situation or lack of situational 

awareness. Our job is responding to 

someone’s unexpected occurrence.  

For 2012 – Be prepared for the unexpected 

or unusual! 

 

Imagine the impact upon safety if we could 

reduce or eliminate these recurrent injuries, 

especially the ones involving basic 

firefighting skills or training. It can be done, 

should be done and it is the right thing to do!  

 

Best wishes for a safe and joyous 2012.  

 

Editor’s Note: Chief Charles (Charlie) Brush 

MS EFO is Safety Programs Manager, 

Bureau Fire Standards and Training, Florida 

State Fire Marshal. He has held the rank of 

chief in both career and volunteer fire 

departments, working his way through the 

ranks of firefighter to chief.  

6TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE  

FOR FIRE BRIGADES  

IN THE HIGH HAZARD INDUSTRY 

 

Danubius Hotel Flamenco, Budapest, 

MOL Plc. Duna Refinery, Százhalombatta 

25-26 October 2011 

198 delegates from more than 60 Companies in 24 countries attended the 6th 

International Conference for Fire Brigades in the High Hazard Industry, organised by 

JOIFF Member, FER Tűzoltóság és Szolgáltató Kft., FER Fire Department, MOL, 

Százhalombatta Hungary which took place in Budapest on 25th-26th Oct. 2011. 

 

The Conference, which was opened by Mr. József Molnár, Chief Executive Officer, 

MOL Plc., followed the JOIFF AGM which was held the previous afternoon. Newly 

elected JOIFF Chairman Randy Fletcher performed his first formal duty in that 

capacity when he presented the first JOIFF Associate Membership to Udvardi 

Sándor, Chairman of the recently established Hungarian National Association of 

Industrial Fire Brigades. JOIFF Associate Membership is awarded to such 

Organisations who wish to mutually engage with JOIFF in the aim of developing the 

knowledge, skills and understanding of emergency response personnel and to 

improve standards of safety and of the working environment in which industry/

commerce operates, with the aim of ensuring that whether employed or contractual, 

personnel in High Hazard Industry manage risks safely. 

 

The Conference covered a wide range of subjects relating to diverse subjects such 

as integrated Emergency Response Systems operated in the high hazard industry, 

new challenges and opportunities in handling hazardous materials, tank-fire 

protection and tank-fire fighting, current issues of using foam in fire-fighting and 

working to prevent and eliminate incidents and accidents. Reports were presented 

on specific incident in different Countries, presentations on developments in 

technology and equipment for use in emergency response planning, management 

and control, current trends in firefighter qualifications and PPE, update on progress 

with the LASTFIRE project and the newly established ETANKFIRE project which is 

dealing with the challenges raised by the increased use and storage of ethanol, 

incident command etc. The presentations were supplemented by demonstrations at 

the MOL Refinery in Százhalombatta. 

 

A major feature of all previous Conferences organised by FER Fire Department has 

been the welcome and hospitality extended by the hosts to all delegates and at this 

6th Conference, the Officers and members of FER Fire Department continued this 

tradition and included an extra special event for all delegates which was a superb 

outdoor display of Hungarian horsemanship followed by a lavish, traditional 

Hungarian feast.  The event was a very interesting 2 days which confirmed the 

growing importance of this bi-annual Conference.  

 

László Pimper, Managing 

Director— Fire Chief, FER 

Fire Brigade. 

 

László participated in and 

successfully qualified from 

the first JOIFF accredited 

Team Leader Course held in 

December 2000 in IFTC 

Teesside, England.  
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THE FIREFIGHTER AND THE OSTRICH  

By Keith Tyson 

Many of our members in the Fire Service are like the proverbial 

ostrich with their head buried in the sand, because they feel that 

if they ignore the ―cancer issue‖ that it will go away! 

Unfortunately, that is not the case; it’s getting worse, not better!  

 

Frankly, I was like many of them, ―Cancer won’t happen to me‖, 

(even though both parents and my younger brother have all died 

due to cancer) until, at the age of 56, the doctor sat me down 6 

months after my retirement and said, ―I’m sorry to tell you, but 

you have prostate cancer and I strongly recommend surgery!‖  

With that diagnosis, my retirement changed dramatically, in 

more ways than one, and I began to really examine what is 

going on within the fire service, and maybe more importantly, 

what is NOT happening as it relates to our health and cancer 

issues!   

 

What I began to discover while doing my research is that other 

departments around the country have also noticed that within the 

last 5-10 years, that the ―Gorilla‖ that we have ignored for so 

long, has grown up and is huge!  How big you ask?  Let me give 

you some personal statistics!  

 

Miami-Dade Fire Rescue, considered one of the largest 

departments in the U.S., has been fortunate to work closely with 

its union members and their health insurance trust, and 

consequently we have some ―unfortunate‖ statistics to work 

from! The following info comes from both United Health Care 

and our own union data. 

 

For the years 2008-2010, 28% of our ACTIVE members ONLY 

have been diagnosed with some type of CANCER ISSUE! 

That’s 28% in 3 years! Understand that we have 1711 males 

and 307 females in active duty status, meaning they are not 

retired. Incidentally, what we found even more worrisome is that 

not one member had a MULTIPLE diagnosis; these were all 

individual members and different individual cases!  

 

Some of the major issues found amongst our active members by 

the Miami-Dade Fire Rescue Health Trust and United Health 

Care: Cancers on the men’s side: 21 prostate, 13 testicular, 12 

melanomas of the skin, 8 Brain/nervous system, 8 head and 

neck (different than brain/ns) 6 bladder, 4 colon and numerous 

other types of other Cancer issues. Cancers on the women’s 

side: 22 cervix, 12 thyroid, 10 breast, 4 melanomas of the skin 

and numerous other Cancer issues. 

 

The above numbers do NOT include our retirees, as we are still 

trying to pull these out and understand those numbers for our 

retired members.   However we have also been able to track our 

member’s deaths: 36% of ALL our members have died from 

Cancer since 1952, compared to only 18% due to cardiac, yet 

for some reason, in the USA, we continue to argue that Cardiac 

is the leading cause of Line of Duty Deaths (LODD). However 

during the years 2008-2010, 53%, 41% and 83% of our 

members respectively died from Cancer issues, yet per the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) ―only‖ 23% of 

the general population died from Cancer in 2009. Meaning that 

we lost almost twice the normal rate! (Suicide is the third major 

leading cause of death at 8%) 

 

According to the International Association of Firefighters (IAFF) 

LODD website, while searching for LODDs under the age of 55, 

in 2010, we lost ―only‖ 13 members to ―Cardiac/heart issues‖ yet 

we lost 28 members to Cancer! (PLEASE understand that ANY 

firefighter death is one too many in my opinion, but I am trying to 

make a point!)  However, one needs to understand that all 

States have a heart/lung bill of some type but only 33 States 

have a cancer presumption law, so consequently our cancer 

deaths are grossly under-reported! The IAFF is the only major 

organization that tracks Cancer LODDs, even the National Fire 

Protection Association (NFPA) recognizes that they have no 

mechanism for tracking these deaths. 

 

What we are learning is that we MUST get our heads ―out of the 

sand‖ and begin to put a MAJOR EMPHASIS on CANCER 

prevention and protection within the Fire Service. All too 

often, because we are ―alpha dogs‖, we feel that this is not an 

important enough issue, or that it won’t affect us, yet far too 

often we are finding ourselves in the doctor’s office getting a 

different viewpoint! 

 

1.  We must understand and realize that although we have better 

respiratory protection - SCBA - than in past years, many of our 

members are NOT using it during overhaul (see Editor’s Note 1 

below), at a time when we MUST be using it even more than 

ever! It is being proven over and over that the toxins released 

during overhaul are far worse than during the active burn! 

Wearing full PPE/SCBA during overhaul MUST be ENFORCED 

by ANY, AND ALL Officers in Charge, no questions!  The City of 

Jacksonville has instituted a ―overhaul team‖ concept that is, in 

my opinion, revolutionary! Short version, they call in a unit that 

was not on the original dispatch to do overhaul.  

 

2.  We have learned from the University of Cincinnati study, and 

others, that we must shower as soon as possible after a fire to 

remove the toxins from our skin because we are absorbing many 

of these chemicals/toxins thru our skin - think of morphine or 

Nicoret patches! Too many members think ―it’s no big deal, it’s 

ONLY SOOT‖ and will come back from a fire and will sit down to 

eat immediately!  Yet according to the International Agency for 

Research on Cancer soot is a GROUP 1 CARCINOGEN, 

meaning that is amongst the worst possible carcinogenic 

offenders!  

 

3.  We must begin to ACTIVELY MONITOR EVERY FIRE for 

hazmat issues and DOCUMENT those findings in our member’s 
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health files. We must begin to realize that 

EVERY fire is a MAJOR HAZMAT INCIDENT, 

whether we like it or not!! The sooner we document and 

publish this, the sooner the public also begins to understand why 

we get what we do and why!   

 

4.  We must insure that our members have CLEAN PPE, 

INCLUDING their fire hoods, gloves and sweat bands in their 

helmets!  The data is starting to add up more and more that dirty 

gear is more responsible for many of our issues than we thought 

in the past. Look at the types of cancers, 

a). testicular and prostate cancer = dirty pants, 

b). thyroid cancer = dirty fire hoods,  

c). brain and nervous system =  dirty helmets, (when was the last 

time you cleaned your helmet lining?)  

Again, what toxins in the gear after a fire ARE being absorbed thru 

our skin as we sweat and our pores open up.  

 

5.  We must remove the diesel exhaust from our stations. Diesel 

exhaust is a KNOWN HUMAN CARCINOGEN, and yet we 

―pump‖ this toxin into our stations every single day because we 

open our station day/dorm area doors after a truck has started and 

the exhaust now blows into the station and pumps thru our air 

conditioning units! Unfortunately, Miami-Dade Fire Rescue has 

had a policy in place since 9/11/2001 that requires all bay doors to 

be secured closed and consequently as trucks leave or back in, 

we pump this known carcinogen into the station, in some stations 

40-60 times per day! (Each call is one in and out/per truck!) By the 

way, open bay doors is NOT an adequate ―ventilation system‖! So, 

how does your department handle this daily toxin? 

 

For the last year, I have been fortunate enough to be asked by 

many departments within Central and South Florida to deliver my 

2 hour presentation called ―The Gorilla in the Fire Service, 

Cancer.‖  But what I have also found out is that unless this is a 

―mandatory/on duty‖ class, 99% of our members just do not want 

to come and listen to someone talk about Cancer! This is the 

program that no one wants to talk about, why? 

 

As I started with, we MUST REMOVE OUR HEADS FROM THE 

SAND and realize that this Cancer ―issue‖ has truly gotten out of 

control and has become the Gorilla in the Fire Service. We must 

either make changes in the way we do business or realize that this 

Gorilla will ultimately ―find‖ the ostrich and that won’t be very 

pretty! Ask any Cancer survivor if they would willingly do it over 

again!  

Editor’s Note 1: Overhaul means restoring the scene as closely 

as possible to the condition that it was before the Incident. This 

includes finding and extinguishing all hidden fires after the main 

fires have been extinguished. 

 

Editor’s Note 2: Keith Tyson retired from Miami-Dade Fire 

Rescue in 2008 having served as a firefighter/paramedic for 34 

years. He is currently the Florida Regional Director for the 

Firefighter Cancer Support Network and is a prostate cancer 

survivor.  He can be reached at KTyson@FCSN.net 

 

Editor’s Note 3: The Firefighter Cancer Support Network is 

comprised of firefighters and their families who are cancer 

survivors, care givers and volunteers providing comfort, strength 

and hope to those diagnosed with cancer, as well as provide 

cancer awareness and education. The mission of the Firefighter 

Cancer Support Network is “to provide Fire Department 

members and their families an opportunity to receive assistance 

and mentoring when dealing with cancer. Together we can offer 

comfort, strength and hope through our own personal 

experiences in dealing with the devastating effects of cancer. 

Together we can educate Fire Department members regarding 

the importance of cancer screenings and early detection thru 

annual physicals. Together we can provide an awareness that 

cancer does not have to be dealt with alone. Together we can 

make a difference!” 

 

Editor’s Note 4: The Firefighter Cancer Support Network website 

is at www.firefightercancersupport.org, and the Florida website is 

at www.FCSN.net/Florida. The Firefighter Cancer Support 

Network is NOT a paid organization, it is operated by firefighters 

who have been diagnosed with cancer of some type and who 

are willing to assist fellow firefighters, paid or volunteer, in 

gaining information and talking to another member who has 

been diagnosed with a similar cancer issue.  

 

Keith Tyson invites any Firefighter, active or retired who has been 

diagnosed with and/or is suffering from cancer and who would like to 

make contact with the Firefighter Cancer Support Network in the USA 

perhaps with a view to setting up such a network to support cancer 

sufferers and their families in the own area to contact the Network or to 

contact him at KTyson@FCSN.net or the JOIFF Secretariat at 

fulcrum.consult@iol.ie  

JOIFF now has JOIFF polo shirts available to Members.  

 

Sizes: Medium, Large, X Large and XX large. 

 

Cost: Sterling £ 12.50p each plus postage.  

For delivery in the UK: Sterling £ 15.00p each including postage. 

 

Contact the JOIFF Secretariat to place your order  

JOIFF POLO SHIRTS AVAILABLE 

mailto:KTyson@FCSN.net
file:///D:/ABCom/Clients/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/HIT2C3C2/www.firefightercancersupport.org
http://www.FCSN.net/Florida
mailto:KTyson@FCSN.net
mailto:fulcrum.consult@iol.ie
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NEW TRUCK MOUNTED STATIC GROUND 

VERIFICATION SYSTEM IMPROVES SAFETY IN 

HAZARDOUS AREA MAINTENANCE AND SPILL CONTROL 

OPERATIONS. 

An innovative new truck mounted Static Ground Verification 

System – the Earth-Rite® MGV from Newson Gale - enhances 

safety during transfer of flammable or combustible materials. In 

cleaning, maintenance or spill control operations in the 

petrochemical industry, vacuum trucks are often used to collect 

waste or contaminated products for disposal. With the operation 

taking place in a hazardous area, the need to control all types of 

ignition sources is absolutely paramount however the vacuum 

transfer process of potentially low conductivity liquids or highly 

resistive loose solids can generate large amounts of static 

electricity, meaning that all equipment, including the truck should 

be properly bonded to a verified earth point (ground). 

 

API and NFPA guidelines recommend that such bonding 

connections are tested to verify an adequately low resistance to 

earth/ground prior to starting up the recover/transfer process, 

however until now the equipment required to do this required 

specialist training and may not always have been suitable for 

safe use within the hazardous atmosphere. Furthermore, long 

delays and downtime can sometimes be experienced while 

waiting for a qualified electrician to sign off that the truck is 

properly bonded and grounded before the operation 

commences. 

 

The new truck mounted Earth-Rite® MGV (patent pending) 

derives its power source from the vehicle battery, and uses 

certified Intrinsically Safe monitoring techniques to verify not only 

a good bond to a valid ground point, but more importantly 

confirmation that the ground point to which it is attached 

represents a satisfactorily low resistance to true earth.  The unit 

is simple to install and operate and provides confirmation of 

positive bonding and grounding to the operator by way of a 

bright flashing green LED cluster. It also provides a pair of 

change over contacts (DPDT) for connection to additional safety 

devices (strobe lights, audible alarms) or for interlocking with the 

vacuum pump or control valve. The ―business end‖ of the system 

employs a heavy duty stainless steel clamp with universal 

clamping jaw which can be connected to flat or rounded 

surfaces, including directly to ground rods. 

 

Units have obtained Intrinsically Safe certification for use in the 

Global Petrochemical Industries, according to the requirements 

of IECEX, ATEX, CSA/US and NEPSI (China), and may be used 

in all common gas, vapour or dust explosive environments. 

 

Several sites in Europe, North America and Australasia are 

already using the system for their hazardous area vacuum truck 

operations with reports of enhanced safety, improved 

productivity and robust product reliability. The system is also 

useful for flammable liquid or combustible bulk material delivery 

tankers involved in chemical distribution and similar operations. 

 

To learn more about the Earth-Rite® MGV or the dangers of 

static electricity in hazardous areas please contact  

Newson Gale Ltd,  

Omega House,  

Private Road 8, Colwick,  

Nottingham, NG4 2JX 

Tel: 0115 940 7500, Fax: 0115 940 7501 

Email: groundit@newson-gale.co.uk 

Web: www.newson-gale.com 

mailto:groundit@newson-gale.co.uk
http://www.newson-gale.com
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SEMBCORP BUSINESS CONTINUITY SKILLS REMAIN TOP QUALITY 

The business recovery skills of people 

working at Sembcorp Utilities UK have 

been recognised for the second time in 

three years. The company including the 

Industrial Emergency Response 

organisation has gained reaccreditation 

under BS 25999, a prestigious BSI quality 

standard which measures the ability of 

organisations to respond effectively to 

issues that could potentially cause harm to 

business.  

 

Continued operations in the event of a 

disruption, whether due to a major disaster 

or a minor incident, are a fundamental 

requirement for any organization. BS 

25999 Business Continuity, the world’s 

first British standard for business 

continuity management (BCM), has been 

developed to help minimize the risk of 

such disruptions. 

 

By helping to put the fundamentals of a 

business continuity management system 

in place, the standard is designed to keep 

businesses going during the most 

challenging and unexpected 

circumstances – protecting staff, 

preserving your reputation and providing 

the ability to continue to operate and 

trade. 

 

BS 25999 Business Continuity has been 

developed by a broad based group of 

world class experts representing a cross-

section of industry sectors and the 

government to establish the process, 

principles and terminology of Business 

Continuity Management. 

 

It provides a basis for understanding, 

developing and implementing business 

continuity within organizations and gives 

confidence in business-to-business and 

business-to customer dealings. It also 

contains a comprehensive set of 

requirements based on business 

continuity management best practice and 

covers the whole BCM lifecycle. 

 

A three day audit of Sembcorp’s people 

and processes at the Wilton International 

site resulted in the Company being told it 

had met the internationally recognised 

independent standard. 

Sembcorp first achieved the standard 

accolade in 2008 when it became one of 

only 20 organisations in the World – and 

the first in the industrial utilities and 

services sector - to receive the then newly 

introduced accolade. 

 

Since then it has had to deal with a 

number of real business disruption events, 

including minimising the risks associated 

with severe flooding, asset fires and 

losses of critical supplies at the Teesside 

facilities – some of the UK’s most 

important manufacturing sites. 

 

In addition, achieving the standard helped 

focus the management team on ensuring 

that risk mitigation and contingency plans 

were in place for events that could impact 

on Industrial Emergency response Team. 

These include unavailability of critical fire 

fighting assets, loss of a team of 

emergency responders and denial of 

access to site. These types of events may 

seem extreme but they are becoming 

increasingly more important in parent 

company risk management processes or 

as part of contractual obligations whilst 

trying to acquire new business. 

 

Paul Frankland, Vice President for 

Industrial Park Services at Sembcorp, 

said: ―Achieving the standard is important 

but it also allows us to demonstrate that 

that people, systems and procedures are 

tested rigorously from time to time. 

Gaining recognition from the independent 

auditors who were impressed with the 

commitment to business continuity issues, 

which are becoming of increasing 

importance to businesses around the 

world, was a key objective.‖ 

He added: ―Every business needs robust 

systems in place to cope with the wide 

variety of situations that can occur and 

we’ve seen a number of these tested for 

real on several occasions in recent years.‖ 

 

The business is now acting on a number 

of development ideas that were also 

generated during the process with the BSI 

assessors. 

 

Next year BS25999 will be replaced by a 

new international standard – ISO 22301. 

ISO 22301 will have the title: ISO 22301, 

Societal security – Business continuity 

management systems – Requirements. 

Although ―Societal security‖ may sound a 

little strange in relation to business 

continuity, here is how ISO defines it: ―… 

standardization in the area of societal 

security, aimed at increasing crisis 

management and business continuity 

capabilities, i.e. through improved 

technical, human, organizational, and 

functional interoperability as well as 

shared situational awareness, amongst all 

interested parties.‖ 

 

At first sight, it is obvious that the structure 

of ISO 22301 is very different from BS 

25999-2, although all the basic elements 

of BS 25999-2 still do exist in ISO 22301. 

 

Sembcorp’s business continuity expertise 

can support other companies to identify, 

minimise and potentially eradicate their 

business risks.  Sembcorp can support the 

development of appropriate plans and 

procedures to then test and exercise 

across their organisation.  Anyone wanting 

to know more can contact Sembcorp 

Protection on + 44 1642-212904 or email 

protection@sembcorp.com  

mailto:protection@sembcorp.com
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Diary of Events 2012 

Please contact the JOIFF Secretariat with details of any event that you think that JOIFF Members might be interested in attending. 

 
Note:  The Catalyst is not responsible for the accuracy of dates and / or venues announced. This is based on information given to the 

Editors and is published in good faith.  

January  

 15th – 17th  Intersec 2012,  Dubai, UAE 

 
February  

 28th - 2nd March  SICUR Security, Safety and Fire Exhibition, Madrid, Spain 

 
March  

   5th - 6th Storage Tank and Associated Facilities Fire Hazard Management  

  Module 1 - Fire Fighting Foam & Foam Application, UK 
   5th -  8th  SUPDET 2012 – Suppression, Detection and Signalling Research Symposium,  

  Phoenix, Arizona  USA 
  7th - 9th  Storage Tank and Associated Facilities Fire Hazard Management  

  Module 2—Storage Tank Fire Response, UK 

 20th – 22nd Practical Tank Fire Fighting          Malaysia 

 
April  

 18th - 20th Practical Hands - On Storage Tank Fire Fighting, Spain 

 23rd - 25th Fire and Gas Detection Principles, UK 

 24th – 26th  Mexico Fire Expo, Mexico City, Mexico 

 24th – 27th  Protection, Security and Fire Safety Exhibition, Moscow, Russia 

 24th - 27th Storage Tank and Associated Facilities Fire Hazard Management       

  Thailand 
 25th - 27th Firewater System Integrity, UK 

 
May  

   7th -    9th  China International Disaster Reduction and Emergency Services Show 

  The 3rd IDRES China 2012, China World Trade Centre 
 14th – 17th  IFSEC International, NEC, Birmingham UK 

 22nd - 24th Fire and Gas Detection Principles, Malaysia 

 
June  

 12th - 15th Fire Systems Testing and Integrity Assurance (FSIA), Malaysia 

 19th - 21st Emergency Planning for Major Accident Hazards, UK 

 26th - 27th LNG Hazard Awareness and Fire Hazard Management, UK 

 27th – 30th  4th World Conference of Safety of Oil and Gas Industry, Seoul, Korea 

 
September  

 10th - 12th Aviation Fire Response & Emergency Planning, Venue to be announced 

 19th - 21st Fire India - Exhibition & Conference 2011, New Delhi, India 

 25th - 28th Storage Tank and Associated Facilities Fire Hazard Management, Malaysia 

 
November  

 15th – 18th  SFITEX, Security and Fire Exhibition, St. Petersburg Russia 

 21st – 22  Emergency Services Show and Conference 2012, Stoneleigh Park, UK 



JOIFF in partnership with 
JOIFF Secretariat: 
 

Fulcrum Consultants 

P.O. Box 10346, Dublin 14, Ireland 

Email: fulcrum.consult@iol.ie 

Website: www.fulcrum-consultants.com 
Published by ABCom  www.abcom.ie 

  
 

JOIFF                                Training Notes 

 

JOIFF accredited training is within a 

Competency Based Training framework 

and involves not only course content, as 

also critical to the effective provision of 

training are the facilities of the training 

provider/training establishment and the 

capabilities of the instructing staff. JOIFF 

has developed systems of accreditation for 

training providers and minimum 

instructional requirements for Instructors.  

 

All students who successfully complete a 

JOIFF accredited course/programme are 

issued with a JOIFF Certificate of 

Competence which has its own unique 

number. Records of all successful 

students and the courses in which they 

qualify are retained. There is growing 

recognition worldwide of the JOIFF 

Certificate of Competence which is coming 

to be regarded as a passport to the level of 

employment and rank which an 

emergency responder’s qualifications 

enables and entitles them to deserve. 

 

“If you think that you can 

do it, that is confidence.  

If you can do it well on an 

on-going basis, that is 

competence!”  

 
JOIFF Accredited Training for 2011: 

For further information about JOIFF 

accredited on-Site Competency Based 

Training Programmes, the range of Fire 

Service NVQs and any other aspect of 

JOIFF Training, please contact the JOIFF 

Secretariat. 

 

The dates below have been provided by 

JOIFF accredited training providers. 

 

If the dates are not suitable for you or your 

own specific training requirements are not 

listed below, contact the JOIFF 

Secretariat.  

PROGRAMME FOR 2011/2012 JOIFF ACCREDITED TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS: 

“TRAIN AS IF YOUR LIFE DEPENDS ON IT, BECAUSE SOMEDAY, IT MIGHT!” 

JOIFF ACCREDITED COURSE DATES VENUE / ORGANISER 

     Fire Incident Command Course (5 Days) 

26th – 30th March 

Falck Risc, Rotterdam, 
Netherlands 
Email: r.deklerk@falck.nl 

  2nd – 6th July 

10th – 14th September 

19th – 23rd November 

  
   Site Incident Controller Training 
   (1 Day) 

26th January 

Sembcorp UK Protection Group 
Headquarters 
Wilton UK 
Email: judith.wong@sembcorp.co.uk 

17th May 

10th September 

28th November 

  
   Site Incident Controller Training 

13th February 
Sembcorp UK Protection Group 
Headquarters 
Wilton UK 
Email: judith.wong@sembcorp.co.uk 

21st June 

18th October 
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